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Hello and welcome back to another school year at the wonderful Edward Hynes Charter
School ! I hope y’all had a busy summer filled with entertainment, memories and physical
activity ☺. This year I will be writing a piece in the Hynes Newsletter addressing our
wonderful “Junior Coach of the Month” from our Junior Coach Leadership Program. I will
also be providing our Hynes families with a quick game that can be played in the comfort
of your home.

Junior Coach Leadership program
For those of you who are new to
Hynes or have not heard of our
wonderful Junior Coach Program here
are some details!
The Junior Coach Leadership
Program (JCLP) is a program offered to
sixteen 4th and 5th graders who regularly
demonstrate the Husky 5. These
students apply in the beginning of the
year and are hand picked by myself,
teachers, and administrators to
represent a team of leaders who help
assist grades 1- 5 recess.
JC’s help lead games, solve
conflicts, and promote positive recess
culture out on the yard. We meet once
a week after school to discuss skill sets,
strategies, and games geared towards
keeping the Hynes Recess yard an
awesome place to play. Here are some
pics of our 2017-2019 JC’s in action →

GAME OF THE MONTH!!!!
Name of Game- BUZZ
Type of Game: Circle Game
Equipment Needed: NONE
Players Needed: 2 or more (the more the better)
Rules:
1. Players go around in a circle counting in order up to
21.
2.
The first rule is that when a player reaches 7 and its
their turn, they must replace 7 by saying buzz.
3. If someone says 7 , they are out! (this does not apply
to 17)
4. Once a player messes up the order the next person
whose turn it is starts the count over at 1.
5. Players continue to count until they reach 21 without
any mistakes.
6. The player whose turn it is when the number 21
comes around gets to make a new rule to replace
any number up to 21. (EXCEPT FOR 7 cause….BUZZ)
7. They can replace any number with an action or word.
8. Continue game until there is a rule for every number
or there is only one player left.

